Image Rights and Reproductions Terms of Use for the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum

The following are the Terms of Use for licensing images from the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum. The Terms are binding, and any violation of the Terms as stated below can result in revoked rights and/or legal action. Please refer to the section that is relevant to your request.

IMAGES FOR PRINT PUBLICATION

Permissions for image usage and one-time publication rights must be obtained in writing from the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum (NCWHM). Writing refers to the completion of the standardized Image Request Form and/or receiving permissions from the Registrar. All fees per the current fee schedule must be paid in full prior to rights approval, unless otherwise indicated.

Permissions are granted as one-time use unless otherwise indicated. Permissions allow for only one representation in the published material, one language, and one edition. Any additional needed permissions will be completed on an individual basis. World-wide, all language permissions can be obtained with an additional fee to be determined prior to rights approval.

The images obtained and granted usage for Print Publication are only provided for analog formats. Licensees may make digital copies of images only as necessary for the creation of published materials, but no others may be used in any capacity. Digital representations on any media, public platform, or corporate use must be granted additional rights.

Images and objects appearing in them, even if owned by the NCWHM, may be protected under third party copyright. It is the Licensee’s responsibility to research and secure any such additional copyright and pay any required fees or royalties. It is not the intention of the NCWHM to impede upon any third party rights, and the NCWHM cannot be held responsible if the Licensee is involved in legal action due to violation of third party copyright claims.

Except if otherwise indicated, images may not be altered in any way. The NCWHM does not give permission to crop, alter color or tone, gutter across facing pages, or superimpose on the image. The Licensee must communicate any wish to take any of the previously mentioned actions or any action which alters the original image. If approved, the Licensee must submit a proof to the NCWHM for approval prior to publication.

Full identification of images will be provided by the NCWHM and must be used within the publication, with first preference being on the same page as the image, the opposite page, or in the back of the publication. If identification and credit lines are presented differently in the publication, the Licensee must notify the NCWHM, and gain written approval for language and placement.

If the Licensee chooses to show a detail of an image, the word “detail” must appear in the credit line, and the entire image must also be included in the publication.

The NCWHM has the right to decline permissions should a request be deemed too substantial or too singular, unless the Licensee, publisher, author, or support staff is working directly with the NCWHM in the case of exhibition catalogs, transcriptions, retrospectives, or other NCWHM related work.

After permissions have been granted, Licensees are required to submit one (1) final proof to the NCWHM for written approval. Proofs may only be sent as JPEG, JPEG 2000, TIFF, PDF, PSD, or PNG. Written approval will be based upon the presentation of the image in regards to cropping, color, placement with other images, identification, and credit line.

Licensees will send one (1) gratis copy of the publication to the Donald C. & Elizabeth M. Dickinson Research Center, NCWHM.
IMAGES FOR TELEVISION/FILM/VIDEO, ELECTRONIC MEDIA, or E-PUBLICATION

Permissions for image usage and one-time publication rights must be obtained in writing from the National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum (NCWHM). Writing refers to the completion of the standardized Image Request Form and/or receiving permissions from the Registrar. All fees per the current fee schedule must be paid in full prior to rights approval, unless otherwise indicated.

Permissions are granted as one-time use unless otherwise indicated. Images may only be used for one production in one language. Other permissions for additional languages, productions featuring subtitles, and/or other derivative works must be separately licensed.

The images obtained and granted rights are only for the stated production or digital media. The Licensee may only make digital or analog copies of the images as absolutely necessary for the completion of the production or digital media, but may not share, disseminate, or make public any of the derivative images.

If the Licensee wishes to utilize the images in an analog format and/or digital media other than stated on the Image Request Form, additional rights have to be obtained from the NCWHM and additional fees will be charged per the current fee schedule. Image usage on DVDs, CDs, thumbnails, public relations, advertising, websites, trailers, etc. are subject to additional rights and fees.

Images and objects appearing in them, even if owned by the NCWHM, may be protected under third party copyright. It is the Licensees responsibility to research and secure any such additional copyright and pay any required fees or royalties. It is not the intention of the NCWHM to impede upon any third party rights, and the NCWHM cannot be held responsible if the Licensee is involved in legal action due to violation of third party copyright claims.

Except if otherwise indicated, images may not be altered in any way. The NCWHM does not give permission to crop, alter color or tone, superimpose on the image, reduce the size of the image by more than 50%, or enlarge the size of the image. The Licensee must communicate any wish to take any of the previously mentioned actions or any action which alters the original image. If approved, the Licensee must submit a proof to the NCWHM for approval prior to completion of the production or digital media.

Full identification of images will be provided by the NCWHM and must be used within the production or digital media, with first preference being adjacent to the image. If identification and credit lines are presented differently throughout the production or digital media, the Licensee must list the identification and credit lines in the credits of the production. If the Licensee wishes to place the identification and credit lines in a different location, they are required to notify the NCWHM, and gain written approval for language and placement.

If the Licensee chooses to show a detail of an image, the word “detail” must appear in the credit line, and the entire image must also be included in the production or digital media.

The NCWHM has the right to decline permissions should a request be deemed too substantial or too singular, unless the Licensee, director, producer, or support staff is working directly with the NCWHM in the case of exhibition media, marketing media, or other NCWHM related work.

After permissions have been granted, Licensees are required to submit one (1) final proof to the NCWHM for written approval. Proofs may only be sent as JPEG, JPEG 2000, TIFF, PDF, PSD, PNG, or MOV. Written approval will be based upon the presentation of the image in regards to cropping, color, placement with other images, identification, and credit line.

Licensees will send one (1) gratis copy of the publication to the Donald C. & Elizabeth M. Dickinson Research Center, NCWHM.